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AXIE NINJA is a groundbreaking web-based BSC roleplaying game created by the
outstanding Riveted Games team and launched on the Binance Smart Chain. After
fighting foes and participating in raids, players are rewarded with SKILL tokens,

which are the game's primary mechanics. To boost their overall power, they can hire
more characters, make unique weapons, and reforge those weapons. On an open

market, players may also exchange their characters and weapons. They can also put
their SKILL earnings on the line in exchange for more SKILL.

AXIE NINJA is a blockchain-based tournament platform that allows players of all skill
levels, as well as developers and organisers, to profit from their efforts. AXIE NINJA

is a platform that allows all gamers to profit from their abilities. Our goal is to
create a fair and trustworthy "play-to-earn" platform where players may play their
favourite games, challenge an opponent (or allow AXIE NINJA locate one for them),

and bet on their own triumph.

INTRODUCTION



VISION

Our vision is enabling gamers to reclaim control of their digital assets, allowing them
to Play to Earn while also increasing the adoption of blockchain technology in their

daily life.

MISSION

Our mission is to provide our players with an enjoyable and rewarding experience, to
build a healthy and enthusiastic community around blockchain gaming, and to create an

ecosystem of Play to Earn systems to fulfil the demands of all gamers across the
world.

MARKET

AXIE NINJA is a blockchain game first and foremost, which implies that players own
their coined BSCs(characters and weapons). The player owns the entire right to sell
and trade. To make this procedure more trustworthy, AXIE NINJA established a

market. The player can look up characters and weapons that have been mentioned by
other players, as well as create their own. Each transaction is subject to a minor

buyer fee.
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TOKEN UTILITY

Gamers can earn AXIE NINJA and BSCs through playing, improving their ranking, or
achieving certain goals. Players can unlock AXIE NINJA and BSCs prizes based on
their activity on the platform by staking AXIE NINJA or providing liquidity. AXIE

NINJA grants access to Tournaments, Leagues, big stakes, low fees, and DeFi-only
chances. AXIE NINJA is used by organisers to build communities and organise

tournaments and leagues. The greater the event, the more AXIE NINJA there are.
Allow gamers to steer and direct the AXIE NINJA platform's future.
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A 4% fee will be applied to each Sell transaction. The fee for disbursing interest
to participants in this operation would be automatically added to the Locked

Staking contract.

AXIE DEFLATION

Stake your AXIE NINJA NFT at the game platform. It will generate AXIE NINJA tokens
for you every block.

NFT
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PLAY TO EARN

Have you ever considered pursuing a career as a professional gamer?
 

You can Now be a Professional Gamer.
 

AXIE NINJA makes it simple to earn money every day. Tournaments, Ranked play, and
Quests are all ways for players to earn prizes! There is always a possibility to gain,

regardless of your skill level or collection size!
 

You might win a variety of prizes, including collector cards of various Ninja’s, Swords
& Shields, Card Packs, magic potions, and Dark Energy Crystals (a tradable, digital

currency used to buy items in the shop).
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CONCLUSION

The AXIE NINJA is driven by a broad vision and the belief that the advent of "smart,"
blockchain-based platforms would offer billions of people unprecedented access to the

global economy. These platforms will also result in a substantial change in
competencies and financial shocks. Cryptocurrencies and smart contracts will pave the
way for a new wave of expertise transfers, putting tremendous pressure on some
industries. Furthermore, a decentralised system dilutes influence at the top of the

pyramid. Decentralized organisations and permission-less systems are likely to become
the norm. Our purpose with this new and multi-faceted configuration is to enable global
access to a recognisable and liquid coin that can be used for a variety of purposes and

on a variety of smart platforms. A truly global crypto currency that enables the
decentralised economy to function.
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